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5th Year Biology Trip 
 
On Friday May 5th, forty five 5th year Biology students travelled to Belleek to study a 
Woodland Ecosystem as part of their Leaving Certificate Biology course.  The study was 
directed by Dr. Michel Dugon, form the Zoology Department in NUIG and of” Bughunters” 
fame on RTE Junior.  Dr. Dugon was assisted by undergraduate Science students from NUIG.  
In groups of fifteen the students spent the morning measuring abiotic factors such as wind 
speed and light intensity and examining the flora and fauna of the woods.  On return to 
school Dr. Dugon and his assistants gave a presentation on Woodland ecosystems, the need 
for their conservation and the biodiversity associated with that type of habitat.  Students 
identified the specimens they collected while in the woods and quantitatively analysed the 
numbers of species present.  This data was then used to write up a report on the Field 
Study.  Amy Traynor thanked Dr. Dugon on behalf of the students for a very educational but 
enjoyable experience.  
 
 

Arigna Mines 

On the 16th September 2014, all third year geography classes visited Arigna Mines in 

Roscommon. We left at 9:00 and we arrived back in time for the buses at 3:45. A man who 

once worked in Arigna Mines talked to us about the history of the mines, and his experience 

of working there. He talked about the hardship of working in the mine and how long they 

had to work each day.  

There was a statue of Mary at the entrance to the mine, where they prayed for safety 

during their work. Rocks collapsed on the men while they worked. He demonstrated these 

accidents when he turned off the light and a sound of the explosion occurred. No one was 

expecting this and we got a fright. 

 When the tour was over, a man came to talk to us about the windmills and how they 

supplied energy to the area. This is a more  modern and clean way of generating energy 

compared to the mines. We learned about the benefits of it for the environment. Wind is 

cheap, clean and renewable. We learned a lot about the mines and it was a great 

experience.  

By Joanna, Honor, Caoillte, Ciara, Aoife, Niamh and Jarlaith 

NWSPCA!!!! 

For our CSPE project, we fundraised & learned about the North West Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The class organised a sponsored dog walk in Belleek 
woods on Sunday 22nd March. Students from our class gave out 119 sponsorship cards and 
we have raised €1750 for the charity.  The charity works to help animals in need around the 
North West. Thanks to everybody who participated in our project. The NWSPCA really 
appreciated it. 

 

 

 

Pop Politics 



On Wednesday 29th of April, our classes (St Bernadette’s and St Joan’s) participated in a 

politics workshop.  Johnny Fallon came to our school with his “Pop 

Politics. 

He brought relevance to the subject which most of us thought didn’t 

affect us. His speech made us understand and enjoy the topic. This 

interlinked our C.S.P.E. course. Before the two hour session, we did not 

know what to expect. After taking part we learned all about voting, how 

the votes are counted and why you should vote. We really enjoyed our time learning about 

politics. He really popped our politics!  

By: Niamh O’Malley, Adam Munnelly, Conor McHale, Pádraig O’Donnell, Shane Howley, 
 Jack Shakeshaft and Szymon Warkocki. 

 

The Shoebox Appeal 

Last November 2014, Gortnor Abbey collected 117 shoeboxes for the shoebox appeal. This 

year the number was down from last year, but hopefully next year it will improve again. In 

the shoeboxes we put in a variety of different item such as sweets, small toys, colouring 

books, colouring pencils, toothbrushes, toothpastes, hats, pyjamas and a lot more.  

When we had finished placing items in the shoeboxes we 

wrapped them in decorative wrapping paper. The shoeboxes 

went to places like Albania, Burundi, Congo, Lesotho, Ukraine 

and Moldova. These shoeboxes went to poor children in third 

world countries who would normally not receive anything for 

Christmas. 

 Even though it didn’t seem like much to us, it will have 

brought a lot of happiness to the children who received them. 

Thanks to everyone who donated a shoebox. Without people’s 

generous contribution this appeal would not have been 

successful. 

By: Eimear Forde, Shannon Cawley, Shane Finnerty, Fionnan 

Donnelly, Clodagh Mc Donnell, Iain Sherlock, Lukasz Majchrzak, 

Michael Henry Lavelle  and Jarlaith Maughan. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 2nd YEAR TRIP TO FERMANAGH 
 
On the 20th of October 2014, all second years in Gortnor Abbey who study geography, went 
to the Marble Arch caves in Fermanagh. The Marble Arch caves was an amazing trip and 
worth the visit. We enjoyed learning about the caves and how they were formed. 
 
The scenery was beautiful, not just the cave but the woodlands walk as well. When we 
arrived we were divided into groups of 15, and then we watched a movie about how the 
caves and features were formed. After the movie we made our way outside and down the 
steep narrow steps to the cave entrance. We gathered around the tour guide to hear the 
rules we had to follow.  When we entered the caves we were surrounded by the dazzling 
stalactites that hung from the ceiling like crystals, and the stalagmites that were sticking out 
of the ground like shards of glass.  The columns stood like pillars outside of an old Greek 
building standing tall and proud.  
 
We also went above ground to the river and were told what it would have been like millions 
of years ago. The wonders of the earth were unveiled. The journey across the cave took 
over a whole km on foot. 
 
We then went on a woodland walk, explored nature and learned about the rivers and 
different features of them. The tour guides looked like they really enjoyed what they were 
doing and knew a lot of facts and trivia about the place. They even told a few jokes on the 
way. People were talking about it for days afterwards and thought it was great. All in all it 
was a wonderful experience and we would definitely go there again. 
 
By: Adam, Casey, Karl, Katelyn 
 
 
 

 (Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) 

A group of Second Year students were chosen to participate in TIMSS by the ERC 

(Educational Research Centre) in Drumcondra on April 27th.  Ireland is one of 41 countries 

participating in TIMSS and was being conducted nationally in 150 post-primary schools 

between April 14th and May 1st . Within each school a class group was randomly selected by 

the ERC to participate in the assessments.   Every selected student was asked to complete a 

test booklet containing maths and science questions and a Student Questionnaire.  In the 

Student Questionnaire students were asked questions about their use of digital devices, 

what they think about school, and, in particular, what they think about maths and science. 

In order to build up a better picture of the Irish education system, the Maths and Science 

teachers of the selected students that took part also completed a Teacher Questionnaire, 

while the school Principal completed a School Questionnaire. 

 

 

 

 



 

Transition Year 
Taster Programme 

Gortnor Abbey in partnership 
with GMIT offered a 
Transition Year Taster 
Programme to Gortnor 
Abbey TY students on the 
courses offered at GMIT 
Castlebar. This gave TY 
students an opportunity to 
learn of careers and 
requirements to study in 
areas such as Business, 
Digital Media & 
Society/Information 
Technology Support, 
General/Psychiatric Nursing, 
Social Care, Construction 
Management/Sustainable 
Building Technologies, 
Culture & Environment (with 
Tourism) and Outdoor 
Education & Leisure. 

 

 

 

We have introduced the use of Google Apps for Education at Gortnor Abbey.  This is a 

Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) that will enable teachers and students to work in a 

collaborative and safe environment. Google Apps for Education will allow students to 

create, store, share and submit their work using applications such as Presentations, 

Spreadsheets, Documents and email for review and assessment.  To enable students to 

access and work in this Digital classroom environment students are being issued with a 

gortnorabbey.ie access account.  This access account is unique to Gortnor Abbey. It is being 

set up and managed by the school in accordance with the school’s AUP policy.  There is no 

cost for using Google Apps for Education.   

More information on Google Apps for Education can be found by logging onto 

https://support.google.com/a/answer/139019?hl=en and 

https://www.google.com/work/apps/education/. 

  

  

 
 

 

https://support.google.com/a/answer/139019?hl=en
https://www.google.com/work/apps/education/


 

Tyndall Lecture at NUIG 

 On Monday 2nd February Students from Gortnor Abbey 

attended the Tyndall lecture series being held in NUIG.  The 

2015 Tyndall Schools' Lecture Series was being presented by 

Sue McGrath. The lecture was entitled “Technology Rocks”.  It 

was an innovative, interactive show exploring light, sound, 

electricity, magnetism and electromagnetism. 

Sue brought us on a journey of scientific discovery and we found out how the scientific 

inputs of Volta, Oersted and Faraday lay the foundations for the development of one of the 

most important musical inventions of the 20th century, the electric guitar. By learning about 

sound, electricity, magnetism and electromagnetism we gained understanding how the 

magnetic pickups on an electric guitar sense vibrations and turn it into sound.  

Prior to the lecture there was a guided 

tour of NUIG’s award winning 

Engineering building and we had a 

short meeting with Head of the Physics 

Department in NUIG. 
 

 

BT Young Scientist 
Transition year students Katie Garrett and Jacinta Kelly entered the B.T Young Scientist and 
were chosen to showcase their project “Farm Safe Code” at the R.D.S arena in January. Their 
project was based around the idea of introducing a “Farm safe code” for National school 
children in the hope of promoting farm safety and eventually reducing the high number of 
farm accidents that occur all too often each year. Katie and Jacinta created a series of short 
classes including a PowerPoint presentation, song and active discussion plan to present to 
the primary school children in the area. The 
series of classes focused on the specific dangers 
on a farm and were pointed out to children in an 
educational way. The girls project proved very 
successful and they were the winners of the 
“Special Award from ABP Food group”- a 
sponsor of the B.T Young Scientist. The girls had 
great support from fellow students who 
attended the awards in Dublin. Well done 
Jacinta and Katie 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Science Week 
 
National science week took place this year from November 10th to 16th. Organised activities 
in Gortnor Abbey included a science quiz for second years, a trip to GMIT for a talk about I.T 
in the future for Transition years and a 5th year talk in Crossmolina Hall about Health and 
Fitness organised by Mayo Education centre. 2nd year quiz winners were Ben Donohue, 
Gabriel Noonan and Eva Gorman. Well done to the winners of the quiz and to all who 
participated. Overall a very successful science week was had and we are looking forward to 
next year’s one already. Other science trips that took place throughout the year included a 
trip to Mountbellew agricultural college for 5th year agricultural science students, an ecology 
trip to Belleek for Biology students and a first year trip to the local Brewery “Real Deel” in 
Crossmolina. 
 
 

 
 

2nd year science quiz winners- Ben Donohue, Gabriel Noonan and Eva Gorman 
 

 
 

5th year students attending talk on health and fitness in Crossmolina Hall 
 

 

 



The Liturgical Year 2014-2015 

Our liturgical school year started with the beginning of year mass on the 18th of 

September in the school gym. The school community gathered together to celebrate a 

new school year. The first years were welcomed to our school along with new members of 

staff. The school choir conducted by Ms. Watts uplifted us with hymns and songs of new 

beginnings. 

Mass for the deceased was celebrated on Wednesday the 13th of November. The school 

community gathered together in the gym for the remembrance mass. During this month 

we also display a remembrance tree at the entrance hall of the school. Students and staff 

write the names of family members and friends who have died. They are all remembered 

in a special way. 

The Bishop made his annual visit to the school in November to meet with the Leaving 

Certs. He conducted a question and answer session in the Thevenet hall. 

The Carol service took place on Tuesday 16th December in Gortnor Abbey church. Staff, 

students and the local community listened to the story of Christ’s birth through scripture 

readings and music. Ms. Watts and her choir performed some older carols along with 

some contemporary Christmas songs. 

Catholic Schools Week took place from the 27th to the 31st of January. A sacred space was 

created in the Library and every class got the opportunity to pray and meditate and have 

some quiet reflection time there. A thought for the day was displayed on our new 

Religion notice board every day which is located in the main corridor beside the third year 

locker area. 

The Transition Year students, 2nd Years and 1st Years went on a retreat to Esker to 

meditate, reflect and explore areas in their lives that are in need of a gentle, moral 

guidance. 

The 3rd of February marks the feast day of Claudine Thevenet, the founder of the Jesus 

and Mary Order. To mark this very special occasion her story is retold and special prayers 

are said. 

During the season of Lent each class spent time in our sacred space to pray and reflect on 

the meaning of lent.  

To finish the year we have two very special occasions to mark the end of year for T.Y’s 

and Leaving Certs. The Leaving Cert mass took place on Friday 15th May in Gortnor 

Abbey church. It is both a joyous and sad occasion as we bid our farewell to the class of 

2014. The Leaving Certs came together one last time along with their parents, friends and 

teachers to mark the end of their journey here in Gortnor Abbey. 

The end of year for T.Y.’s is marked in a special way with a liturgy. The T.Y.’s came 

together on Wednesday the 20th of May with their teachers and family to reflect on their 

year and all that they have learned so far. 

 

 

 



First Year Gaelic 
Gortnor Abbey’s first year Gaelic football team had an eventful year. We began the year by 
winning a Mayo County School’s title beating St. Mary’s of Belmullet in a gripping final. We 
were knocked out at the quarter final Stages of the Connacht league but we qualified for the 
Connacht Championship semi-final after a nail biting finish against Ballinrobe CS earlier this 
month in Castlebar. We beat St. Paul’s of Oughterard in the Semi-final. We went onto play 
Glenamaddy in the Connacht Final in Ballyhaunis. It was a close fought match with Gortnor 
Abbey winning with a score line of 4-8 to Glenamaddy’s 3-7. 
 

 
 

Captain 
Ben 

Stowe 
receives 

the 
wining 

cup from 
referee 
Michael 

Herr 

                                                                                                                                         
The County winning Gortnor Abbey first year Gaelic Football panel with 

coaches Mr. Byrnes and Mr. Murphy 

 
 
 

  

 

Gortnor 
Abbey’s 
Captain 
Finley 
Lacey 
receives 
the 
Connacht 
Title 
trophy 
from Mr. 
Colm 
Tobin 

 



 

Juvenile Football 2014/2015 
 
This season was one of mixed emotions for the Juvenile footballers.  The season ended in 
heartache as the Juveniles suffered narrow defeat at the hands of a very strong Coola team 
in the Connacht semi-final. The Gortnor Abbey lads showed great heart and determination 
in trying to overcome a nine point halftime deficit. Their second half performance will live 
long in the memory as they gave every ounce of energy in trying to overcome the Sligo 
school, but unfortunately it wasn't to be. The Gortnor lads played some exquisite football en 
route to the final, beating an impressive St Brendan’s, Belmullet team and hammering Jesus 
and Mary, Enniscrone in the quarter final. 
 
The first term of the school year was much more successful for the Juveniles.  In October the 
Gortnor Abbey lads made it to the final of the O’Haire cup. In the final we faced off against 
local rivals St Joseph’s Foxford. After a slow start the Juveniles eventually got the measure 
of their opponents and a blistering performance in the second half ensured Gortnor Abbey 
were crowned county champions. It was a proud day for the school when captain Ciaran 
McDonnell lifted the O’Haire cup at the end of the sixty minutes. 
 
Well done to all panel members who showed great dedication and enthusiasm all year, 
training hard in inclement weather conditions and wearing the Gortnor Abbey jersey with 
pride and distinction. 

 
Panel: Ciaran McDonnell (Capt.), Darragh McDonnell, Craig McCormick, Derry Quinn, Shane 
Finnerty, Martin Carr, Jack Ruane, Keelan Hegarty, Lee Traynor, Lorcan Loftus, Daragh 
Jordan, Tommie Loftus, Matthew Mc Cafferty, Tommy Lawrence, James Walsh, Cian 
O’Boyle, Conor O’ Hora, Liam Mc Garry, Sam Ardiff, Eoin McDonnell, Daniel Zagata, Colm 
Hegarty, James Gilvarry, Ruairi O’Boyle, Anthony Leonard, Brian Barrett, Adam Carr, Jakub 
Majchrzak, Conan Reilly, David Crean, Ronan Lynn, Fionn Finlay, Jack Murray, Ben Stowe, 
Brian Timoney, Patrick McAndrew, Robert Murphy, Daniel Howley, John Tolan. 
 
Coach: Mr Leonard 
 

 



 

First Year Girls Gaelic 

The first year girls participated in a Gaelic blitz in October at the Connaught Centre for 

Excellence. There were over twenty teams there from schools all over Mayo. Gortnor Abbey 

entered two teams. Although the blitz was non-competitive the girls won two of their 

games. Both teams demonstrated some excellent football skills and the team looks 

promising for next year. Thanks to our two TY coaches Niamh O’Donnell and Lynn Timmons 

for their help all year at training.   

Sarah Scoops Writing Award 
 
This year, the University of Limerick’s Regional Writing Centre held its fourth annual national 
essay-writing competition for senior secondary school students. Entrants were asked to 
write about the role that young people play in Irish society today. We are very proud to 
announce that 5th year student, Sarah Burke, was one of four provincial winners, taking 
home the Connaught prize. She was presented with her award by the President of the 
University of Limerick, Professor Don Barry, on Tuesday, 19th of May, 2015.  
Well done Sarah!  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Invitation to All 
The School Book Club continues to meet 
each Wednesday at 3:05pm. We are eager to have new 
people join up in September and would ask TY students in 
particular to drop in and give it a go! 

 
 



The Deutschmobil Comes to Gortnor Abbey 
 

On the 30th of April, Peter Treu, a representative of German 
Connects, visited the first year German classes of Gortnor 
Abbey. German Connects is a German language learning 
project set up by the Goethe Institut. Peter came to the school 
for a double class of German activities and fun games with us, 
as well as telling us fun facts about his hometown of Hamburg 
and Germany in general. 
We played food bingo and matched pictures of food to their 
countries of origin (Germany, Switzerland and Austria). We 
received souvenir armbands, badges, notebooks and pencils, then took a class photo with 
Peter. He also showed us a map of Germany and pointed out the main cities such as 
Frankfürt, Köln and Bonn and talked to us about that city’s history and culture, including 
even their famous football clubs, like Borussia Dortmund and Bayern München. 
All in all it was a great day that helped us in our learning of the German Language. We have 
great memories and a wonderful time was had by all. Danke Peter! 
         By Danny Newcombe & Céilí Schneider 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

German Exchange 2015 



 

 
A group of eleven students travelled for a week to Sinsheim in South Western Germany on 
this year’s German Exchange. We departed Dublin Airport on the 25th of April and returned 
on the 2nd of May with our exchange students. We got a taste of life in Germany by going to 
school, taking part in activities and staying with a German host family.  Our partner school is 
called Wilhelmi-Gymnasium. After school activities included canoeing, football and a visit to 
a small city called Heidelberg where we went shopping and saw the sights. We visited a 
theme park called Tripsdrill which was, for many, the highlight of the trip. All in all it was a 
wonderful opportunity for us to travel and to improve our German. It was a very memorable 
part of our TY year and it is one that we would definitely recommend.   
 By:Leah Lynn, Sinead O Donnell and Patrick Howley 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Killary Harbour Trip by Laura Carroll  
 

As part of our Bronze Award for Gaisce, we had 

to complete a two day and one night adventure 

journey. We went to Killary Harbour, North 

Connemara on the 5th of May and stayed there 

overnight. On the first day, our original plans to 

go orienteering in Belleek Woods were 

abandoned due to bad weather, so we went 

bowling and laser tagging in Castlebar instead. 

Afterwards we walked 8 kilometres on the Greenway, then made our way to Killary Harbour 

where we participated in different games that evening including a table quiz. The next day, 

our year was divided into groups and set out on various activities such as gorge walking, 

laser combat games, a high rope challenge course and a turf challenge. The turf challenge 

stood out for most people, as it was a completely new experience and a lot of fun. It 

involved running, crawling and struggling through the energy-sapping Connemara bog, 

scrambling through obstacles and ultimately getting covered in mud. After lunch the groups 

swapped activities, and we finished up at 5 o’clock, and departed Killary at 6, exhausted, 

and still picking bits of muck out of our hair.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
Rugby 
 



 

 
 
Eric Elwood, Connacht Rugby on visit to Gortnor Abbey with school rugby coach 
Russell O’ Brien and Mr. Moran, senior players and Principal Mrs. Melvin 

 

 

 

 Gortnor Abbey Students who play with Ballina Rugby Club 

 

‘Oklahoma’ Musical” by Elaine McHale 



After months of preparation, the students performed ‘Oklahoma’ on the 13th and 14th of 

March. 

The musical tells the story of two friends, Laurey and Ado Annie, and the men competing for 

their affections.  Curley, a local ranch worker, grandly invites Laurey to the Box Social one 

evening but she opts to go with Jud Fry, her hired farmhand.  She is confused about her 

feelings and is unable to admit her love for Curly and her fear of Jud.  Ado Annie is caught in 

another love triangle.  Will Parker is besotted with Ado Annie and has just returned from 

Kansas City with the $50 dowry requested by her father.  But Ado Annie has also fallen for 

Ali Hakim, a Persian salesman with an eye for the ladies.  The musical proved that love never 

runs smooth and thus provided the audience with plenty of tension, humour and romance. 

The cast of the musical were as follows: 

Curly – Reuben Butler                           Laurey – Catherine King 

Aunt Eller – Aoife Mulhern                  Will Parker – Harrison Gardiner 

Ado Annie – Leah Lynn                         Ali Hakim – Darragh Crean 

Jud Fry – Shane Herbert                       Andrew Carnes – David Kennedy 

Jess – Ailbhe Reilly                                Gerti Cummins – Roisin Barrett 

Ike – John Luskin                                    Slim – Jack Rowe 

Dream Curly – Taron Wright               Dream Laurey  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 



 

Laura Padden winner of the ipad from Bank of Ireland 

 

Bank of Ireland presenting a cheque for €1000 to Bank of Ireland TY Students 

 

Gortnor Abbey TY Students attend: The Age of 
the Machine, should we be excited or fearful? 

The talk discussed the technological shifts we’re 

living with are unprecedented. It isn’t just that 

we’ve lived one technological revolution among 

many; it’s that our technological revolution 

is the big social revolution that we all live with, 

with the advent of new technologies that have the 

potential to fundamentally change how we live, 

work and play. 

  

With these technological advances, and as we connect more and more of our lives with the 

digital world we face some major questions: Does a machine ever forget? Can we manage 

our public profiles? Should we strive to create artificial intelligence or is it a threat to life as 

we know it? Have we already gone too far? Do these questions matter? 

  



On Thursday November 13th an influential panel of speakers provided us with some amazing 

insights into the technological world of the future – how we’re engaging with the machine 

and what it means for all of us. 

 

 

The Speaker were 

Jonathan McCrea is a multi-award-winning TV and radio broadcaster, who 

presents The Lie on TV3, The Science Squad on RTE and Futureproof on 

Newstalk 106-108fm. He is also the founder of Whipsmart Media, a science 

and technology communications company based in Dublin. He is currently 

writing two books, “Where’s My Flying Car”? and “Say that Again”: The 

Science of Powerful Communication. 

                                                     

Ciara Judge won the BT Young Scientist and Technology Exhibition 

in January 2013 with her teammates Émer Hickey and Sophie Healy-

Thow, for their project titled ‘A Statistical Investigation of the Effects 

of Diazotroph Bacteria on Plant Germination’, touted as a potential 

solution to the crisis of world hunger! They were awarded First Place 

at the EU Contest for Young Scientists and in September 2014 Ciara 

and her team were announced as Grand Prize winners of the Google 

Global Science Fair. An inspiring 16-year-old! 

  

 

Cathal Gurrin is a lecturer at the School of Computing, at Dublin City 

University and an investigator at the CLARITY Centre for Sensor Web 

Technologies. Cathal is a ‘hands-on’ researcher, so since June 2006, he 

has ‘lived his research’ and has worn a camera mounted on his chest and 

created hundreds of millions of sensor readings. 

  

  

 

Nick Campbell is SFI Stokes Professor of Speech & Communication 

Technology at Trinity College Dublin. He has worked at the Japanese 

National Institute of Information and Communications Technology and as 

Chief Researcher in the Department of Acoustics and Speech Research, 

Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International, Kyoto, 

Japan. He is Visiting Professor in the School of Information Science, at the 

top-ranking Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST), in the Kansai region of 

Japan. 

  

Prof. Barry Smyth holds the Digital Chair of Computer Science in 

University College Dublin. He is the Director of Insight the Centre for Data 

Analytics, an SFI Funded research centre and is co-founder, director, and 

Chief Scientist of ChangingWorlds Ltd. He has just been named as Science 

Foundation Ireland’s Researcher of the Year 2014. 

  

 



The Foscars by Amy Padden 

Our class, St. Anne’s read extracts from Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice by William 

Shakespeare. After reading it we decided to stage some of the scenes using props and 

costumes. We were divided up into groups of five and we had to rewrite the scene, using as 

much Shakespearean language as possible. Then we took to the stage in Thevenet Hall to 

practice our parts. Ms McGreal got four judges to mark our performances. The winning 

team were awarded a Foscar (First Year Oscar!). We really enjoyed the experience and the 

chance to perform and act out the scenes on a real stage.  

 
 
 
2nd Year Retreat to Esker 
 
On the 23rd April, the three 2nd year classes travelled to the Redemptorist Community, Esker, 

Athenry, Co Galway.  Here we took part in a one day retreat programme known as Youth 

Village.  We arrived at Esker at approximately 10:15 a.m. after a 2 hour bus journey.  Upon 

arrival we were greeted by eager volunteers and were showed into a large room.  Here we 

talked about our expectations and hopes for the day, and also were told some interesting 

history about the monastery itself.  We then played some fun group games, and after we 

were brought to a small dining hall for a break.  We also were also given the opportunity to 

explore the grounds of the monastery.  When we returned to the room we were split into 3 

groups. First, our group went with a volunteer named Lizze, she taught us about 

mindfulness and helped us meditate.  Afterwards, we went for a walk around the grounds, 

first to a small picturesque wood and then to a beautiful holy well.  Then we were directed 

to Mary’s room, with Mary we talked about friendship, our own friendships and then what it 

means to be a perfect friend.  Soon it was lunch and we returned to the dining hall where 

we were served chicken and chips and we had another opportunity to wander the grounds.  

We then went to Paddy where some wrote prayers for the mass we were to have later in 

the day.  Then, we took a questionnaire about ourselves, and were then asked to share 

some of our answers with the group.  As the day came to a close, all three groups gathered 

together to have a small service.  There were prayers, songs and a reflection.  Sadly, after a 

lovely day of fun it was time to return home.  We had an amazing day and hope to return 

next year. 

Rachel Garvin & Eva Gorman 


